Surflex® Products Maintain High Housekeeping Standards.

Maintaining high standards of cleanliness and housekeeping in a convenience store is not an easy task. It is something that has to be worked on continually by all members of the store staff, but can set you apart from many of your competitors.

DOSE By Surflex® Advantages:

SAFETY - DOSE capsules are factory sealed and product is only dispensed when properly installed in the DOSE Activator.

CONVENIENCE - No water hook up is required for this system to operate.

COSTS - DOSE Systems significantly reduce equipment costs and service calls.

SIMPLICITY - Training employees how to operate the DOSE System is quick and easy.

ACCURACY - Since the DOSE System does not rely on water pressure and metering tips, product is accurately dispensed EVERY time.

RELIABILITY - With only one moving part, there is no maintenance or calibration ever required on a DOSE System, eliminating service calls.

CONSISTENCY - Because of the accuracy and reliability, you can be assured that cleaning solutions will always be properly mixed.

SUSTAINABILITY - DOSE’s concentrated products reduce the impacts of transporting water, the inverted installation of the DOSE capsule ensures that all product is used for the proper cleaning application - there is no wasted product, and product capsules are recyclable.

VERSATILITY - If desired, DOSE Systems can be easily set up for continuous flow tasks like mop bucket, auto scrubber, and sink filling applications.

Surflex® Products

Advantages

BRILLIANT - Green Dose Activator
Non-Ammoniated Glass Cleaner
4x64 oz

NATURAL DOSE - Green Dose Activator
Neutral All-Purpose Cleaner/Degreaser
4x64 oz

DEFEND - Gold Dose Activator
Disinfectant/Virucide/Cleaner/Detergent/Fungicide (Against Pathogenic Fungi)
4x64 oz

PRISTINE - Green Dose Activator
Mild Acid Restroom Cleaner
4x64 oz

RIVER RAPIDS FRESH - Green Dose Activator
Air Freshener
4x64 oz

STELLAR - Gold Dose Activator
Neutral Floor Cleaner
4x64 oz

REFRESH - Green Dose Activator
Air Freshener
2x64 oz

FRESH AIR - Green Dose Activator
Odor Neutralizer
2x64 oz

DEFY - Green Dose Activator
Heavy Duty Kitchen Cleaner
4x64 oz / 2x64 oz

PRISM - Green Dose Activator
Manual Dishwashing Detergent
4x64 oz

BARRIER II - Green Dose Activator
No Rinse Quat Sanitizer (Triple Sink)
4x64 oz

SANI QUIK - Gold Dose Activator
Quaternary Sanitizer (Quart Bottle Fill)
4x64 oz

SOKR - Green Dose Activator
Silverware Presoak
2x64 oz

ACTION - Green Dose Activator
Liquid Laundry Detergent
4x64 oz

CRISP - Gold Dose Activator
Fruit and Vegetable Wash
2x64 oz

PREMIERE Coffee Machine Cleaner Powder
6x1.9 Lbs

BRITE - Green Dose Activator
Cleaner and Polish
2x32 oz
Benefits To Having A Clean Store Environment

- “Customers are more likely to purchase food from an establishment that is clean and provides a modern restroom than from an establishment that has a tiny not-so-well kept facility.”
- “People will judge you on the cleanliness of your store and restroom and if they’re not clean, they won’t come back.”
- “95% of people will avoid patronizing a business in which they have had a negative restroom experience.”
- “If your store offers clean restrooms, then you give a clean, accurate impression of what customers can expect in the rest of your stores.”
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